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himself In the Devil's shape. But these moral valuations
are optical delusions: the force of life is beyond the moral
judgment Meister Eckehart says:
" Said I therefore God is good : it is not true, I am good, God
is not good ! I go still further: I am better than God I For
only what is good can be better, and only what can become
better can become the best. God is not good—therefore can He
not be better; and, because not better, neither can He be best.
Far away from God are these three conditions ' good ', ' better',
* best'. He standeth above them all." —Btittncr, vol. i, p, 165
The immediate effect of the redeeming symbol is
the reconciliation of the pairs of opposites: thus the
ideal realm of Epimetheus becomes reconciled with the
kingdom of Behemoth, i.e. moral consciousness enters into
a dangerous alliance with the unconscious contents,
together with the libido belonging to, or identical with,
these contents.
Now the children of God have been entrusted to the
care of Epimetheus, namely those highest Goods of
mankind, without which man is a mere animal. Through
the reconciliation with his own unconscious opposite, the
menace of disaster, flooding and devastation descend upon
him, i.e. the values of the conscious are liable to become
swamped in the energic values of the unconscious. If
that image of natural beauty and morality had been
really accepted and valued, instead of serving, merely
by virtue of its innocent naturalness, as an incitement
to all the filthiness hiding in the background of our
" moral" civilization, then, notwithstanding the pact with
Behemoth, the Divine children would never have been
jeopardised, for Epimetheus would always have been able
to discriminate between the valuable and the worthless.
But, because the symbol appears inacceptable to our
one-sided, rationalistic and therefore deformed, mentality,
every standard of value fails. When, in spite of all, the
reconciliation of the pairs of opposites transpires as a

